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Abstract
A number of new surgical treatments have led to a reappraisal of haemorrhoid disease over the last few decades. Despite a range of treatment modalities, the options are limited in their effectiveness and can lead to a number of complications. An inadequate classification system based on appearance rather than symptoms makes the choice of appropriate therapy difficult. More recent techniques have led to a move away from surgical excision. However, further research is required to establish their precise indications and long-term efficacy.

Haemorrhoids have been treated by surgeons for centuries. Therapies for the topical treatment of haemorrhoids date back to Egyptian papyri of 1700 BC. The first surgical treatment was described in the Hippocratic Treatises of 460 BC, and suggested ‘transfixing them with a needle and tying them with a very thick and large woollen thread.’ Despite centuries of treating the condition, its precise aetiology is unclear and a definitive treatment has yet to be established. It is a condition with a variety of symptoms and a spectrum of severity. The large number of treatment options reflects this.

Haemorrhoids affect between 4.4 and 36.4% of the general population [2]. Only in the last 30 years have anatomical [3] and histological [4] studies been used to characterise their anatomy and aetiology [2]. This has led to a resurgence in interest in the condition, associated with the development of a number of novel treatments. Nevertheless, the surgical management of haemorrhoids is often based more on anecdote than science. Many myths continue to perpetuate in both lay and professional circles.

Aetiology and Classification

Prior to work in 1975, the rich plexus of blood vessels in the anal submucosa was thought to form a continuous ring of erectile tissue around the anal canal. This was known to contribute to the continence mechanism [5]. Thomson was the first to introduce the concept of ‘anal cushions’, usually 3 in number, found in the left lateral, right anterior and right posterior positions (or classical 3, 7 and 11 o’clock positions) [3].

The bulk of the anal cushions sits above the dentate line. They are therefore lined with relatively insensate mucosa. Between this and the internal sphincter lies the submucosal layer, consisting of vascular, muscular and connective tissue elements. This layer is thought to be central to the understanding of both the aetiology and the treatment of haemorrhoids. Below and continuous with the submucosa is the inferior haemorrhoidal plexus. At
the anal verge, this can become engorged in continuity with the internal plexus, giving an external component to the haemorrhoids. A careful distinction between prolapsing internal haemorrhoids, and external haemorrhoids and their skin tag remnants may have implications for the choice of treatment.

The internal anal sphincter is not solely responsible for the closure of the anal canal [6]. The blood-filled mucosal cushions are required to give a ‘watertight’ seal. Excision of the anal cushions at haemorrhoidectomy is known to impair continence to infused saline [7]. The ability of the anal cushions to alter their volume through their vascular component allows for both the preservation of continence and the passage of stool. Vascular filling is thought to contribute between 15 and 20% of resting anal pressure [8].

The vascular anatomy of the anal cushions inspired many of the original theories of haemorrhoid aetiology. The suggestion that a local increase in pressure caused venous dilations within the anal cushions [9] was initially favoured. It appeared to explain the known associations between pregnancy and haemorrhoids, and constipation and straining as an aetiology [10]. The absence of valves in the portal venous system and the portosystemic anastomoses within the anal canal lent support to a venous pressure theory. The concept of rectal varices also led to some confusion, but this is now known to be a separate clinical entity [11]. Studies have shown that there are indeed tiny discrete dilations of the venous plexus, but that these form part of the normal anatomy and are not a pathological phenomenon [3]. There is no known association between haemorrhoids and varicose veins, or varicocoeles [12].

Despite their vascular appearance and tendency to bleed, the development of haemorrhoids may be due to a connective tissue disorder. Histologically, the connective tissue (mainly collagenous) fibres of the submucosa anchor the anal cushions to the underlying internal sphincter and conjoined longitudinal muscle. With age this supportive meshwork degenerates and the anal cushion is displaced caudally, possibly assisted by straining and the passage of stool [4]. This may account for haemorrhoidal prolapse. Fixation of this tissue is the basis of a number of surgical treatments.

Why haemorrhoids bleed is a separate question. Prolapsed anal cushions may bleed intermittently, often associated with defecation. However, bleeding and prolapse need not coexist. Some patients have prolapsed haemorrhoids which do not bleed (mostly lined with mucosa showing signs of squamous metaplasia.) Other patients have bleeding with no prolapse. This may be a result of localised mucosal trauma and damage to the underlying vasculature. Arteriovenous anastomoses within the submucosa are thought to contribute to the increase in volume of the anal cushions, sealing the anal canal [3]. This arterial component explains why haemorrhoidal bleeding has the appearance and pH of arterial blood [13].

Anal cushions which become symptomatic through bleeding or prolapse are termed haemorrhoids. This can lead to a number of secondary symptoms such as pain, pruritis and mucus discharge. The correlation between these symptoms and the appearance of the haemorrhoids is poor. Apparently severe looking haemorrhoids can cause relatively few symptoms. By contrast, normal looking anal cushions can give rise to symptoms which cause great anxiety. Socioeconomic, cultural and educational factors all have a role to play.

A haemorrhoid classification system is useful not only to help choose from the various treatments, but also to compare them. The most widely used, the Goligher classification, describes four grades or degrees based on the appearance of the haemorrhoids. First-degree haemorrhoids bleed but do not prolapse (i.e. normal looking anal cushions causing symptoms.) Second-degree haemorrhoids bleed and prolapse, but reduce spontaneously after defaecation. Third-degree haemorrhoids need to be reduced manually, and fourth-degree are permanently prolapsed at the anal verge and cannot be reduced. This classification is inadequate for a number of reasons. It assumes that bleeding and prolapse are the only symptoms, and that there is a direct correlation between these symptoms and the appearance of the haemorrhoids. It may also tempt the surgeon to neglect the primary aim – to relieve symptoms – at the expense of restoring normal anatomy. Classification systems based on symptoms alone are unwieldy, and ignore the fact that many perianal symptoms blamed on ‘piles’ are in fact due to other pathologies.

The Goligher classification is helpful if used with an awareness of its limitations. The surgeon must distinguish between prolapsing and non-prolapsing haemorrhoids, and if they are prolapsing, determine whether they are second, third or fourth degree. Are they single, multiple or circumferential? This too may influence the treatment choice. An appreciation of the external component of the haemorrhoids is also important, as this may contribute to symptoms and alter management options.
**Conservative Treatments**

Conservative measures may prevent the need for any surgical intervention, or delay its timing. Often all the patient requires, following appropriate endoscopic evaluation, is reassurance that their symptoms have a benign cause. Other measures concentrate on the prevention of constipation and straining, and the topical application of creams and ointments to relieve pain and pruritus. Unfortunately the evaluation of such treatments in clinical trials is limited. Certainly many patients find these measures temporarily effective, but these have often been tried before their outpatient assessment.

The role of constipation in the aetiology of haemorrhoids is controversial. Burkitt’s ‘dietary fibre hypothesis’ postulated that the low incidence of haemorrhoids in rural Africa was due to the high fibre diet compared to the developed world [10]. Other studies refute this. Although there was a progressive decline in the occurrence of haemorrhoids over the last 30 years in Britain and the US, there was no corresponding increase in dietary fibre intake [14]. Certainly there is an association between haemorrhoids and constipation, but it is equally likely that it is the haemorrhoids which are responsible for the constipation and not vice versa [15, 16]. Dietary advice, stool softeners and laxatives are helpful to discourage straining, which is thought to be a risk factor. Indeed this may be as effective as invasive treatments and all that is required [17].

**Outpatient Treatments**

**Injection**

Injection sclerotherapy is often used as a first-line outpatient procedure for first and second-degree haemorrhoids. A small quantity of the sclerosant solution is injected submucosally into the base of the haemorrhoid. This is thought to induce a local inflammatory reaction, shrinking the haemorrhoidal mass and causing fixation of the mucosa to the underlying muscle. The most popular sclerosant is 5% phenol in almond oil, and if administered correctly into the base of each haemorrhoid in turn above the dentate line, should cause minimal discomfort. Other sclerosants have been described, but there are no studies comparing their efficacies [18]. Injection sclerotherapy can stop bleeding from haemorrhoids, but is unhelpful in treating prolapse. It has the advantage that it is cheap, easily taught, virtually painless and relatively safe. Its disadvantage is the high failure rate, and the apparent need for further treatment.

According to a questionnaire concerning 100 patients who had undergone outpatient sclerotherapy for first-degree haemorrhoids, 62% had no bleeding at 24 h. At 28 days that figure had fallen to 41%, although overall 88% felt their symptoms had improved [19]. A randomised controlled trial of 43 patients given either sclerotherapy or bulk laxatives alone showed no significant difference in symptoms of bleeding at 6 months [17]. This work has been confirmed by others [20]. Other work has shown that injections do benefit the patient, but that a single session using an adequate dose (5 ml of 5% phenol in each haemorrhoid) is as effective as multiple injections of a smaller dose [21]. Longer-term results show an improvement in 40% of patients at 4 years, but with 20% subsequently complaining of prolapse [22].

Complications of sclerotherapy are rare, but usually result from an injection placed too deeply, especially anteriorly in the male. Urinary retention, prostatitis, prostatic abscess, epididymo-orchitis have all been reported [23]. Cases of life-threatening sepsis also exist [24].

In summary, with good technique and careful case selection, injection sclerotherapy may be an effective short-term treatment for bleeding first and early second-degree haemorrhoids. However, many patients will require further treatment. Multiple injections have not been shown to confer any benefit.

**Photocoagulation**

Infrared coagulation techniques for the thermal ablation of haemorrhoids were first described by Neiger in 1977. Photocoagulation has the advantage over other outpatient methods that the effects on the tissues of the anal canal are controlled and reproducible [25]. Varying the optical wavelength of the coagulator or the contact time varies the depth of penetration into the tissues. The infrared coagulator gun is set to between 1.0 and 1.5 s. Through a proctoscope the base of the haemorrhoid is identified in the same way as for sclerotherapy. Three areas of coagulation are recommended at the base of the haemorrhoid in a triangular shape. Photocoagulation creates a constant depth of necrosis. This area (seen as a white spot after the procedure) forms an ulcer, and ultimately an area of mucosal tethering, with associated shrinkage of the haemorrhoidal mass. Results for non-prolapsing haemorrhoids appear to show that this is a superior technique to injection sclerotherapy [26]. Certainly it is less ‘technique dependent’ and avoids the potential complications of misplaced injections. Although larger, prolapsing haemorrhoids may not respond as well to this technique, photocoagulation provides a safe, rapid
and non-invasive alternative to other outpatient procedures. Its use may be limited by the availability and expense of the equipment.

Cryotherapy
This technique of ablating the haemorrhoid mass with a freezing ‘cryoprobe’ enjoyed popularity some decades ago but has currently fallen out of favour because of mixed results [27]. The surgeon has little control over the depth or area of tissue affected. This can lead to pain, bleeding and delayed healing, with the subsequent ulceration leading to a profuse discharge.

Banding
Ligation of the haemorrhoidal mass has been the basis of many haemorrhoidal treatments over the centuries [1]. Obliteration of the vessels ‘feeding’ the haemorrhoid leads to ulceration and sloughing, with subsequent healing over a period of weeks. Barron modified the technique with small rubber bands, initially cut from slices of a urinary catheter [28]. The haemorrhoid mass is grasped with an Allis forceps passing through the banding apparatus, and the rubber band is ‘fired’ round the base of the haemorrhoid. Some devices use suction to pull down the haemorrhoidal tissue. It is imperative, as with the position of sclerotherapy injections, to identify the level of the dentate line and carry out the procedure above this level. Barron originally advocated the ligation of one haemorrhoid at a time, with future bandings at 3-week intervals. Studies have shown, however, that there is no significant increase in patient discomfort, or the predicted problems of anal stenosis, with multiple bandings in a single session [29]. Smaller studies have not demonstrated any advantage of rubber band ligation over phenol sclerotherapy [30]. Larger trials [31] and meta-analysis [32] show rubber band ligation to be both more effective and less likely to require further therapy than injection. This is shown for first and second-degree haemorrhoids as well as third. Such meta-analysis has also shown banding to be superior to photoagulation. One study suggested that in spite of its greater long-term efficacy, the high incidence of post-treatment pain may favour photoagulation as the optimal outpatient therapy [33]. Overall, it appears that between 60 and 80% of patients who have undergone banding are satisfied with the outcome.

Complications of banding can occur in up to 14% of patients, most commonly pain and haemorrhage. The hospital readmission rates are put at between 1.2 and 2.5% [23]. With occasional reports of life-threatening bleeding or pelvic sepsis [34], the relative merits of banding as a non-operative treatment must be set against the higher potential complication rate.

Operative Treatments

Open and Closed Haemorrhoidectomy
The surgical excision of haemorrhoids has been popular for centuries. Parks [1] felt it was the relative resistance of the anal canal to infection which explained the enthusiasm for operations of this sort. Until the development of the stapled haemorrhoidopexy at the end of the 20th century, surgical excision and its variants were the only options for the treatment of prolapsed haemorrhoids which had failed to respond to less radical measures.

Whitehead’s procedure was first described in 1882. He advocated a circumferential excision of the anal cushions, anastomosing the anoderm to the rectal mucosa. This operation was viewed with suspicion by some surgeons due to its significant risk of complications, including excessive blood loss, mucosal ectropion and stricture formation (‘Whitehead deformity’). This led to a search for a safer alternative. Most popular amongst these have been the Milligan-Morgan haemorrhoidectomy, favouring by most UK surgeons, and the closed haemorrhoidectomy, popular in the United States. The Whitehead procedure still has its advocates, however. In a series of 356 patients who had undergone Whitehead’s procedure, 5 patients had a symptomatic stricture [35]. Care had been taken to carry out the procedure above the dentate line and to recreate the mucocutaneous junction by incorporating the internal sphincter into the suture line. It was suggested in this study that a misunderstanding of the anatomy of the dentate line may have been responsible for poor results earlier in the century. Another study of nearly 500 patients followed up over 3 years showed a 6.9% incidence of flap breakdown, but no recurrences, ectropian or stricture formation [36]. So-called ‘total haemorrhoidectomy’ such as this may have its place in the management of circumferential haemorrhoids, but in the majority of cases the safer ‘Milligan-Morgan’ alternative, retaining skin bridges, is thought to be safer. The stapled haemorrhoidopexy has largely superseded these older techniques for the management of circumferential and fourth-degree haemorrhoids.

Milligan and Morgan wrote their classic paper on open haemorrhoidectomy, an ‘excision-ligation’ procedure for haemorrhoids, in 1937 [37]. This has been subject to numerous modifications over the years, and more recently adapted by the use of diathermy [38], laser [39], ligasure...
The underlying principle of open haemorrhoidectomy is the preservation of skin bridges between the excised haemorrhoids to prevent strictureing. It remains the same regardless of the instruments of excision used. Wounds are left to heal by secondary intention.

In the closed haemorrhoidectomy, first described by Ferguson in 1959 [42], the haemorrhoidal plexus is filleted from the overlying mucosa, and the wounds closed primarily with an absorbable suture. Healing is felt by some to be faster and less painful after this latter procedure. In a recent study 100 patients were randomised to either open or closed procedures. Although results were similar after a year, healing and pain scores were improved in the closed haemorrhoidectomy group [43]. Other studies dispute this, with one showing a significant number of patients in the ‘closed’ group taking longer to heal due to wound dehiscence [44].

Haemorrhoidectomy is not without complications. Foremost amongst these is pain, with most studies recording pain scores and the time taken to resume work and normal activities. A number of adjuncts to the haemorrhoidectomy procedure have been tried. Local anaesthetic combined with adrenaline (for example 20 ml of 0.25% bupivacaine with 1:200,000 adrenaline) helps both pain control and provides a drier operating field due to its vasoconstrictor action. Some units use low spinal, caudal or epidural anaesthesia either as an addition to, or substitute for a general anaesthetic. Spasm of the internal sphincter is thought to play an important role in pain after haemorrhoidectomy [9]. There is no evidence that simultaneous internal sphincterotomy is helpful [45], and indeed this may lead to long-term sequelae of mild incontinence in 22% of patients [46]. ‘Chemical sphincterotomy’ by the application of topical 0.2% GTN post-operatively appears to confer no benefit, although it may effect more rapid wound healing [47]. Recently, botulinum toxin has been shown to improve pain in the first post-operative week [48], but the sample size was small and the difference to placebo marginal.

The role of local sepsis as a cause for pain in the weeks following haemorrhoidectomy is poorly understood. A 1-week course of metronidazole has been shown to improve pain scores and patient satisfaction in open haemorrhoidectomy [49], but not in the closed procedure [50], possibly supporting secondary infection as a causative factor.

Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs have been shown to be as effective as and safer than opioid analgesics after haemorrhoidectomy [51]. The use of stool softeners such as lactulose is well established to help avoid straining, and ease the pain of the first post-operative bowel motion. It has been suggested that starting this four days prior to the operation may be beneficial [52]. The avoidance of bulky packs and dressings in the anal canal is also known to reduce post surgical pain [53].

Adequate perioperative pain relief helps avoid the complication of urinary retention. Urinary symptoms (retention or infection) were found to affect 20.1% of patients after haemorrhoid surgery in one large study [54]. The overenthusiastic use of intravenous fluids during the procedure may contribute to the high incidence of urinary retention [55], as will spinal anaesthesia.

Bleeding in the immediate-post operative period is almost always due to inadequate intraoperative haemostasis. Delayed haemorrhage occurs in 2.4% of cases at between 7 and 14 days [54].

An operation involving the removal of the anal cushions might be expected to impair continence. This may be transient, until other factors compensate, or it may be longer lasting. A study of over 400 patients after haemorrhoidectomy found 33% reported impaired continence following the procedure [56]. Anal strictures can arise as a result of surgeons failing to leave adequate mucosal bridges between excised haemorrhoids. This has been reported in up to 3.8% of haemorrhoidectomies [57]. They responded to outpatient dilatation, or a further corrective procedure such as lateral internal sphincterotomy or anoplasty [57].

Although 5% of patients have been found to have transient bacteraemias following diathermy haemorrhoidectomy [58], septic complications of either the open or closed procedures are very rare. The infrequent cases of fulminant perineal sepsis tend to have other risk factors involved, such as immunosuppressive therapies [23]. Suturing the wounds closed in a Ferguson procedure does not appear to confer any benefit.

**Doppler-Guided Haemorrhoidal Artery Ligation**

As newer techniques for treating haemorrhoids are developed, the emphasis has shifted away from excision procedures and the possible resulting pain and complications. Doppler-guided ligation of the haemorrhoidal artery (DGHAL) was first described in 1995, and has become increasingly popular in Europe [59].

Thomson’s [3] studies of the haemorrhoidal branches of the superior rectal artery showed an average of 5 branches reaching the anal cushions. DGHAL uses a specially adapted proctoscope with an incorporated Doppler probe. This is inserted and used to locate the haemorrhoidal arteries by an audible alteration in signal. Once
located, a needleholder is inserted into the lumen of the proctoscope and the artery ligated with a ‘figure of eight’ absorbable suture into the submucosa. The procedure is repeated until no more Doppler signals are identified. DGHAL both disrupts the arterial inflow and tethers the mucosa, causing the haemorrhoidal mass to shrink and retract. Currently the procedure tends to be carried out under general anaesthetic, but some patients are able to tolerate it under sedation.

Early results seem to indicate this is most effective for grade 3 haemorrhoids. In a series of 308 patients of grade 2–4 symptomatic haemorrhoids, 60% were asymptomatic at 18 months. There were no major complications and pain relief requirements were minimal (26% required diclofenac for the first to the third post-operative day [Arnold, Scheyer, unpubl. data].) Further research is needed, but these results appear to suggest it lies somewhere between banding and haemorrhoidectomy in the hierarchy of treatments – offering a more effective alternative to banding without the mutilation of haemorrhoidectomy.

**Stapled Haemorrhoidopexy**

The development of the stapled haemorrhoidopexy (or procedure for prolapsing haemorrhoids – PPH) was the first attempt to deal with the problem of haemorrhoidal prolapse without recourse to excision or ligation of the haemorrhoidal masses. A recent consensus document acknowledged this by recommending the term ‘stapled haemorrhoidopexy’ rather than ‘haemorrhoidectomy’ [60]. The device, developed by Longo in the 1990s, reduces prolapse by a circular stapled mucosectomy 4 cm above the dentate line [61]. This not only shortens the prolapsing mucosa (and thus reduces the haemorrhoids) but is also thought to disrupt the branches of the haemorrhoidal artery which feed the anal cushions. Early results of this technique were questioned, with some series reporting complications of pain and urgency [62]. With refinement and improved technique it has been shown to be both an effective and considerably less painful alternative to haemorrhoidectomy for prolapsing grade 3 and 4 haemorrhoids [63]. As a procedure which avoids excision of the anal cushions it also has the advantage that it restores anatomy more closely to its premorbid state.

Over fifteen randomised controlled trials have contrasted this new technique with the established open, closed and diathermy haemorrhoidectomies. Pooled data shows no discernable difference in operating time between the procedures, but this may change as the technique becomes more established. It did confirm, however, reduced pain in the 10 days following the PPH procedure and an earlier return to normal activities [63]. Longer term data from the trials are less readily available. One study of 30 patients followed up at 6 months showed that 69% in the diathermy group were asymptomatic, but only 36% of the stapled group were symptom free [64]. Another trial reviewed 36 of the original 40 trial patients after a minimum of 33 months. No significant difference was seen between the excision and stapled groups in symptomatic and functional outcome, or quality of life [65]. Both trials acknowledged the problems of residual symptoms caused by external haemorrhoids and skin tags not dealt with by the stapled haemorrhoidopexy procedure.

The stapling procedure has its own unique set of complications. The depth and height of the purse-string suture appears critical to ensure an adequate ‘doughnut’ of mucosa is removed and the staple line lies at an appropriate height [62]. Concern about incorporation of smooth muscle in the ring of tissue removed may have few consequences for the majority of patients [66], but show the potential for catastrophic complications if a leak from the staple line results. Rectal perforation and rectovaginal fistulae have been reported [23], and a survey of 4,635 stapled haemorrhoid procedures in Germany found 3 rectal perforations and 1 death from Fournier’s gangrene [67]. Bleeding complications are thought to be fewer with the stapled technique, and anal stenosis and stricture do not appear to be a particular complication of the stapled haemorrhoidopexy [63].

With careful technique and patient selection, the stapled haemorrhoidopexy offers another treatment option for prolapsing haemorrhoids. In spite of its early promise of reduced pain in the immediate post-operative period compared with excision haemorrhoidectomy, it is not without its own complications. These risks must be addressed when advising patients and selecting the appropriate procedure.

**Conclusion**

New techniques in the surgical management of haemorrhoids have led to a more recent critical appraisal of both the aetiology and classification of this condition. The Goligher classification offered ‘degrees’ of haemorrhoid appearance to which a hierarchy of treatments could be applied. With more attention to the patient’s symptoms and expectations of treatment, however, the appropriate intervention can be matched to the severity of the problem. Offering injection sclerotherapy routinely to a pa-
tient with grade 1 haemorrhoids may not be appropriate. The patient with bleeding but no prolapse may be satisfied with reassurance that they do not have cancer and require no further treatment other than dietary advice. A stapled haemorrhoidopexy may not help a patient with grade 4 haemorrhoids. An appreciation of the external component of the haemorrhoids and any associated skin tags may be relevant to whether the PPH procedure will give the result the patient expects. Some patients are happy to go through a number of minor procedures to avoid the pain and inconvenience of a major one. Other patients will endure anything as long as a definitive solution is possible. Haemorrhoids, although inconvenient to many, are a benign condition. The potential for complications after surgical treatment is small, but remains significant. It is not a condition that lends itself to treatment protocols.

There remain a number of unanswered questions concerning the aetiology and treatment of haemorrhoids. The literature, though extensive, is often based on small studies, with poorly defined outcome measures. As more treatments emerge, so the need to evaluate by proper randomised trial increases. An appreciation of this literature, as well as familiarity with the various treatment techniques, is essential if the patient is to be treated based on evidence rather than anecdote and tradition.
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